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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PLAN

The objective of this collaborative research program is to provide design methods
to use symmetric multiprocessors (general-purpose, high-performance comput-
ing platforms) as a key technology to meet performance demands of emerging
high-performance, real-time applications. Important real-time aspects in this con-
text are Quality-of-Service demands; a high and at the same time guaranteed per-
formance level is a part of the system specification. A consortium of four
industrial partners (Ericsson Software Technology, Ericsson UAB, Ericsson
CSlab, and Prosolvia/Clarus) with application domain knowledge and four aca-
demic partners (Chalmers, Karlskrona/Ronneby, SICS, and Uppsala) with tech-
nology expertise has jointly developed this research plan. In particular,
performance demands of transaction processing and multimedia applications are
targeted in this research plan.

The expertise of the partners in this consortium provides a solid ground for
advancing state-of-the art of symmetric multiprocessing technology. It also
serves for efficient dissemination of results to end-users in industry with a strong
need to use symmetric multiprocessors to accommodate the high-performance
requirements of future products. The project focuses on software methods (per-
formance prediction/tuning, parallelization and operating system concepts) as
well as hardware methods (multiprocessor architecture tradeoffs and high-speed
networking concepts). Thus, the consortium will address a wide range of aspects
in the design of high-performance systems for a large number of industrially
important applications. Collaboration between nodes not only takes the form of
using the same methodology but also allows the project as a whole to take a mul-
tidisciplinary approach to address the issues in an industrial high-performance
computer system.

The PAMP research program is a separate program within the SSF-funded
ARTES program with separate funding. While the project costs are higher, the
asked funding amounts 2, 4, 5, 5, 5 MSEK per year from 1998-2002, respec-
tively. The program is intended to start on July 1, 1998.

Key words: Symmetric multiprocessors, transaction processing, multimedia, hardware and soft-

ware system design, high-performance, quality of service.
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1. Overall Ambition and Industrial Relevance

The objective of this collaborative research program is to provide methods to use symmetric multi-

processors as a key technology to meet the performance demands of emerging high-performance,

real-time applications. A consortium of four industrial partners with application domain knowl-

edge and four academic partners with multiprocessor technology expertise has jointly developed

this research plan. This consortium also provides a solid ground for advancing state-of-the-art in

symmetric multiprocessing technology and disseminating the developed methods to end-users in

industry. The goal is that the program will enable new performance demanding applications with

soft real-time, or Quality-of-Service, demands in the future. Application examples can be found

today in transaction processing and multimedia, where a high throughput and a short response

time must be guaranteed to maintain a high Quality-of-Service. It is this Quality-of-Service view

of real-time requirements that is focussed on in this program. In addition, this view provides a

complement to the predominant hard real-time view in other ARTES-related projects.

IT industry has enjoyed a dramatic increase in performance of mainstream microprocessor

technology over the last few decades. Very recently, single processor systems have rapidly been

replaced by computer systems using multiple microprocessors, calledsymmetric multiprocessor

systems (SMP), to meet the tremendous performance requirements of emerging industrial applica-

tions. SMP technology offers a significantly higher performance for a wide range of applications

because it allows an incremental increase of job throughput and a decreased response time by sim-

ply adding more microprocessors in a modular fashion. Therefore, it is not surprising that SMP

technology is today an enabling computer technology for many important application domains in

information processing (transaction processing and decision support systems), embedded systems

(VME and SCI-based systems) and multimedia (media/web servers, virtual reality, and computer

graphics). The importance of this technology is also expected to grow dramatically in the future

with the emergence of microprocessors supporting thread-level parallelism.

From an application’s point-of-view, SMP technology also offers an intuitive programming

interface that makes it possible to reuse software originally developed for traditional single-pro-

cessor systems. While it is fairly easy to port existing applications from a functional point of view,

performance tuning with the goal of achieving a high and predictable performance level across

platforms is however difficult. To aid designers of industrial high-performance, real-time applica-

tions in making their applications meet required performance levels, this collaborative research

program aims at developing design methods that simplify the design of industrial applications

using SMP platforms. The results from the project are expected to enable new application areas

and bring down system development costs, thus increasing the competitiveness of emerging high-

performance industrial applications. While the results are expected to be applicable to a wide

range of application domains, the consortium will focus on transaction-oriented applications in the

telecommunication and multimedia domains; important emerging high-performance application

domains for the Swedish IT industry.
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This program draws on the academic competence in symmetric multiprocessor technology, that has

been developed over more than a decade in earlier research programs, and on application domain knowl-

edge of the participating companies. This gathered experience will now be exploited to develop hardware

and software design methods and applying them to industrial high-performance, real-time applications.

Besides publishing results in journals and conferences of high international calibre, the results will be

transferred to industry as documented methods, test implementations, and demonstrations.

In the framework of a 5-year research program, the participating project partners will focus on meth-

ods to achieve a high and predictable application performance on a range of SMP system organizations.

The research is expected to produce results in the following areas (examples of concrete results are given

in brackets):

• Design principles and performance characterizations of SMP systems <methodology
for parallelization of sequential application to improve resource utilization, methodol-
ogy for determining system design parameters (processor/memory organization) to
meet performance and Quality-of-Service demands>;

• Performance characterizations of industrial high-performance, real-time applications
and impact of system properties on performance <basic knowledge about program
behavior of transaction-oriented and multimedia applications on SMP systems>

• Performance prediction methodologies and design methods <performance evaluation,
scheduling, and performance tuning methods, hardware and software design methods
for performance enhancements and Quality-of-Service maintenance>;

• Design principles and performance characterizations of parallelization and memory
management policies <parallelization and scheduling algorithms for incorporation in
commodity software systems, such as Posix-compliant operating systems>; and

• Network interface and system software design methods for I/O demanding SMP
applications <run-time support and parallel protocol processing methods>.

The consortium consists of the following academic institutions: Chalmers, Karlskrona/Ronneby, SICS,

and Uppsala, and the following companies: Ericsson Software Technology, Ericsson UAB, Ericsson

CSlab, and Prosolvia/Clarus. The academic partners will develop methods and tools to support the design

of applications to effectively utilize symmetric multiprocessor systems. The end-user companies will pro-

vide application domain knowledge so that methods can be applied and demonstrated on challenging real-

time applications. The academic nodes will provide technologies (programming and system design meth-

ods, runtime, compiler, and virtual reality (VR) technology), and the companies will provide application,

technological and commercial knowledge during the project, and are expected to develop the results after

the project.

2. Objectives and Justification

The rapid technology improvement of computer systems has quickly been exploited by new demanding

applications. Virtually all applications in industrial computerized systems have real-time demands because

they either interact with humans or with other computerized systems. Such real-time demands not only

take the form of a high capacity, a low system development cost is also important.

One example is computer platforms used as an integral part of the data- and telecommunication infra-

structure. Typically, such computer platforms take care of incoming transactions, process them, and send
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them on to other computer platforms. To assess the performance level in this case necessitates the

need to understand how a transaction is processed by the interacting software and hardware com-

ponents of the computer platform. Another example of an application domain that is quickly

emerging is support for real-time computer graphics that is needed to process realistic images in

real-time in multimedia applications such as virtual reality (VR). Common for these two applica-

tion examples is that they have inherent parallelism and thus have a potential to meet their perfor-

mance demands by symmetric multiprocessing.

There is a strong economic argument to use mainstream computer technology instead of using

tailor-made systems for challenging applications. Symmetric multiprocessors constitute an

enabling technology particularly suitable for these performance demanding application domains.

As we shall see, compared to other parallel computers, such systems simplify application develop-

ment and offer a high and scalable performance level in a cost-effective way.

2.1  Symmetric Multiprocessors: Enabling Technology for High-Performance
Applications
Until recently, single-microprocessor systems have formed the basis for general-purpose comput-

ing platforms. Today, however,symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs)dominate as compute servers

and constitute the main platform for systems on the medium and high end. The importance of this

emerging technology will increase in the future because future microprocessors will most likely

use symmetric multiprocessing as the main paradigm to sustain their performance growth. SMPs

combine multiple processors that share the same memory address space and can be considered as

an integrated computing platform with a potential performance level proportional to the number of

processors. Commercial SMP systems are currently being used in the following application

domains:

• Scientific and engineering applications: Important SMP products are offered
by e.g. HP/Convex, Silicon Graphics/Cray, and Sun Microsystems.

• Database and transaction processing (OLTP and decision support systems).
SMP technology is offered by e.g. Compaq/DEC, HP/Convex, IBM, Sequent
Systems, and Sun Microsystems.

• Embedded applications. These are built around widely used backplane-bus
standards such as FutureBus, SCI, and VME, and thus offer a competitive cost
level.

From the point of view of performance of e.g. transaction processing systems, SMPs offer two

advantages. First, each individual transaction can be processed at a shorter time because the inher-

ent parallelism in the processing of each transaction can be exploited. Second, to increase the

transaction throughput, independent transactions can be processed by different microprocessors.

Thus, to reach a higher performance level, one option at the hardware level is to increase the num-

ber of processors. In a VME-based system, for example, one can add more processor boards to the

back-plane bus. Thus, SMP technology has a potential to exhibit a scalable performance growth as

the performance requirements increase.
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An ultimate goal of this research program is to provide technologies to use symmetric multiprocessors

for applications that demand a high throughput and/or a short response time. Moreover, in terms of real-

time requirements, the throughput and/or response time requirements must often be guaranteed to maintain

a high Quality-of-Service. Systems with such real-time requirements are steadily increasing in the telecom

and multimedia application domains.

From an application designer’s perspective, there is of course a strong incentive to reuse existing soft-

ware components. Such software not only includes the application itself but also system software taking

the form of commodity operating systems (OS). Owing to the single address space that SMPs provide,

application as well as system software developed for single-processor systems can be ported to SMPs with

limited efforts. While the difficulties from the programmer’s point of view lie in the partitioning of the

computation into parallel processes, communication among cooperating processes is supported naturally

through the shared memory semantics provided by SMP systems.

2.2  Research Challenges
While performance, cost, and technology trends speak in favor of SMP technology, designers using sym-

metric multiprocessing lack methods and design guidelines that can aid them to design applications and

choose system organizations that guarantee the required performance level in an efficient way. The prevail-

ing design methodology for high-performance systems is to take a holistic approach and consider the sys-

tem as interacting layers of software and hardware components. This design methodology is adopted in

this program. Consequently, the developed design methods and design principles will take into account

issues involved in the application design, system software design, and the underlying system organization

including the I/O system as illustrated in the diagram below.

In designing a system that should meet the performance demands of the application, the following key

issues arise:

• Application performance issues. Impact of the SMP system architecture on the paral-
lelization strategy.

• Scheduling and assignment issues. Impact of the SMP system architecture and the
quality-of-service requirements on scheduling and assignment strategies for the pro-
cesses/threads in the application software.

SMP-
system
organization P P P

M M M

OS and scheduling and shared data management

Application program interface (API)

Real-time application

System
software

Methods are needed to
help system designers

I/O

to (1) design applications;
(2) design the system
software; (3) predict the
performance and (4) to
design the I/O subsystem
with associated system
software.
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• Memory system performance issues. Impact of the SMP memory system
architecture on the application performance and design.

• I/O system issues. Impact of the I/O interfaces and protocol system software
on the overall application performance.

Let’s review these issues in some more detail. In order to port a sequential application program

to a multiprocessor, the application designer can either explicitly state what actions are to be car-

ried out in parallel --explicit parallelism -- or a parallelizing compiler could extract theinherent

parallelism in the application, thus off-loading this burden from the designer. There are open

issues associated with both options. For both approaches, the computation must be parallelized in

a way that depends on the cost of coordination between parallel computations. This cost depends

on the underlying system properties including OS implementations of coordination primitives as

well as how they make use of the underlying system architecture, especially the memory system.

To make good design trade-offs calls for the development of efficient parallelization methods that

take into account the properties of the entire system including several layers of interacting hard-

ware and software.

As for scheduling and assignment to achieve a high and predictable performance level, under-

standing the criteria to drive scheduling policies become important in the design of scheduling

algorithms. Several options are possible for such scheduling decisions such as whether to consider

static or dynamic placement of parallel computations. Moreover, in order to distribute the parallel

computations in a way that maximizes system throughput, a scheduler of e.g. a transaction-ori-

ented application must treat intra-transaction and inter-transaction parallelism differently. Since

the ratio of access times between local and remote memories can be very high, the scheduling

decisions depend on the placement of the data structures. Clearly, in order to make effective use of

SMP technology, the design of OS primitives to express and coordinate computations must be

addressed.

The third issue is concerned with coordination and communication among parallel computa-

tions. The shared-memory model provided by SMPs simplifies this task in that e.g. a shared data

structure is accessible directly by all processes/processors. However, the partitioning of the data

structure across one or several memory modules in the physical machine can have a dramatic

impact on the performance. Typically, a memory hierarchy in an SMP has several levels: the on-

chip cache, the off-chip cache, the local per-node memory and the remote memory. The ratio of

access times for these levels can be 1:10:100:1000. Clearly, in order to design an application that

can take advantage of the performance potential of SMPs calls for the development of methods

that can aid the application designer to take the speed deviation of local and remote memories into

account. Again, because coordination and, in some cases, communication is supported by OS level

primitives, such methods must take into account the properties of the entire system including sev-

eral layers of interacting hardware and software.
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A network interface to a multiprocessor is different from a uniprocessor in some fundamental ways.

The first issue is where it should be located. It may be shared by all processors or attached to one of them

or there may be multiple interfaces attached to several processors that then need to be synchronized. The

second issue is how communication data is distributed to the processors from and to the network inter-

face(s). A multiprocessor has an internal interconnect that could be a performance bottleneck in the distri-

bution of data to the appropriate processor. The interface will contend for the capacity of the interconnect

with the other processors. A third issue is how protocol processing of higher layers can be distributed and

parallelized over the processors.

A wide range of SMP systems are available. In its simplest form a number of microprocessors are con-

nected to a number of memory modules by a shared bus as shown in the diagram. Such systems are avail-

able as industrial modular systems using VME and FutureBus as well as commodities from major high-

end computer manufacturers. Multiprocessors using a distributed organization that can accommodate some

hundreds of processors and targeting mainly the scientific domain also exist. Moreover, compute nodes

connected together with LANs can also support symmetric multiprocessing by software layers on top of

commodity platforms. Consequently, a wide range of platforms exist that can support the symmetric multi-

processing paradigm. All these implementations of the shared-memory model exhibit widely different tim-

ing models and pose a severe problem for software designers to achieve portability with respect to

performance and Quality-of-Service requirements. The program should also focus on advancing state-of-

the-art in providing methods to simplify performance tuning across platforms.

Finally, in order to address performance and real-time issues and evaluate the merit of a certain

improvement technique, one must be able to perform application case studies and see how well e.g. Qual-

ity-of-Service requirements (possibly transformed into computation deadlines) are met. Unfortunately, in

terms of identifying performance bottlenecks the prevailing practice is system measurements. Such mea-

surements are often difficult to interpret because of limited observability of interactions between hardware

and software components. In terms of addressing real-time requirements, analytical modeling is a prevail-

ing methodology that often simplifies the timing model of the underlying hardware platform.

A promising methodology for performance as well as Quality-of-Service assessments is to use detailed

simulation models of the target system; the application is executed on top of a clock-cycle true simulation

model of the system. While this methodology promotes complete observability as to where the bottlenecks

are located, a simplified view of the system environment has been assumed for the studied application

domain. These models have not taken into account how the application interacts with the system software

or with the incoming transactions. Moreover, while previous work has mainly focused on analyzing aver-

age performance for a system, prediction of bounds on e.g. throughput and response time are important in

the kind of real-time applications that constitute the foundation for this program.

PAMP should therefore focus on further developing state-of-the-art performance prediction methodol-

ogies so that they can be applied to realistic system environments in which demanding real-time applica-

tions are considered. Apart from simulation-based techniques, such methodologies may also encompass

analytical approaches and hybrids between them in addition to system measurements. The availability of

quite different applications provided by industry will permit the collaborative project to focus on a wide

range of aspects of SMP application analysis in real-time environments. Performance prediction tools and
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methods are also important when systems not available today are to be evaluated such as those that

will be available at the marketplace in say 5-10 years from now.

To summarize, PAMP shall address issues related to how applications can achieve a high per-

formance on a wide range of symmetric multiprocessor platforms. Aspects regarding how parallel-

ization methods, scheduling and memory management policies interact with the system including

I/O are therefore important. In addition, the project should emphasize and develop powerful meth-

ods to allow performance of improvement techniques to be predicted.

The results from PAMP are expected to take the form of methods and tools that can guide the

development of application and system software for commodity systems that are available and

expected to be of growing importance in the future. The research is driven by application domains

that are specified by the industrial partners participating in the consortium. While the industrial

partners will contribute with application domain knowledge and system requirement criteria, the

academic partners will develop models of various system configurations and study the above men-

tioned design and performance issues in this framework. The collaboration between academic

partners will enable a multidisciplinary approach in which a wide range of aspects of a high-per-

formance real-time application can be addressed. As will be discussed in Section 3, the collaborat-

ing nodes also make use of the same methodology to reach a higher ambition.

3. Organization and Procedures

3.1  Participants
Four academic partners and four industrial participants have been involved in the planning phase

of PAMP and are willing to participate in the project with the projects in Section 5. The academic

partners are Chalmers, SICS, University of Karlskrona/Ronneby, and Uppsala and the industrial

partners are Ericsson Software Technology (Soft Center, Ronneby), Ericsson UAB (Stockholm),

and Ericsson CSlab (Stockholm), and Prosolvia/Clarus (Göteborg).

• The group at Chalmers, led by Per Stenström, has carried out research activi-
ties in SMP technology for more than a decade. Prosolvia/Clarus the Chalm-
ers group will focus on parallelization and scheduling methods to meet
performance and Quality-of-Service requirements of multimedia applications.

• Prosolvia/Clarus (Göteborg) develops Virtual Reality technology to be used in
various important visualization applications such as virtual prototyping. In
order to generate complex images at video rate, this technology needs very
high performance. Together with Chalmers, they will look at how the perfor-
mance requirements of computer graphics applications can be satisfied using
SMP technology. (Contact person: Tomas Möller)

• The CNA-lab at SICS (Bengt Werner) has a strong background in modeling
and analysing computer systems, especially shared memory architectures.
They will develop modular simulation technology based on its simulator plat-
form SimICS to enable accurate performance analysis of a parallel database
system developed at Ericsson UAB.
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• Ericsson UAB is studying implementations of network databases for future telecom
products where SMP-technology plays an important role. Their interest in this project
is to get access to the performance prediction methods developed at SICS and use it to
pin-point bottlenecks across the hardware/software boundary in SMP platforms.
(Contact person: Mikael Ronström)

• The group at University of Karlskrona/Ronneby, led by Håkan Grahn, has mainly
done research in scheduling techniques and shared-memory system design. The aim
of their work is to develop performance tuning methodologies based on visualization
techniques that will aid application designers to develop more efficient parallel code
based on threads models.

• Ericsson Software Technology has a long experience in designing large applications
in the telecommunication domain. However, they have only recently started to look at
parallel applications and how to use SMPs. Together with Karlskrona/Ronneby they
will apply the performance tuning methods to a billing gateway application. (Contact
person: Daniel Häggander)

• The Uppsala group led by Mats Björkman and Per Gunningberg will together with
Ericsson CSlab study performance aspects of implementations of run-time support for
network interfaces in SMP and parallel protocol implementations.

• Ericsson CSlab has developed the Erlang language for efficient implementation of
applications with real-time demands. Together with Uppsala, they will study abstrac-
tions and mechanisms for host and network resource management, especially in the
Exokernel environment, as well as parallel protocol implementations using Erlang.
(Contact person: Håkan Millroth)

3.2  Approach
The approach taken to develop methods to exploit the performance potential of SMP technology is to use

applications provided by the industrial partners as study objects or cases. Moreover, because the academic

nodes cover a wide range of aspects of system design, PAMP makes it possible to reach a much higher

ambition in terms of producing industrially useful results. Moreover, as a base for the collaboration many

of the participating nodes will use the same design evaluation methodological approach. This approach is

based on designing detailed timing models of a complete system with interacting hardware and software

components. This will make it possible to transfer methods and tools among the participants and apply

them to a wider range of application case studies.

Each project typically goes through a number of phases as follows. Functional and performance

requirements of the applications will serve as sources for identifying relevant research issues to focus on.

Based on the functional and performance requirements of the applications, the second phase of the project

is devoted to development of concepts (design methods) aiming at shortening the design cycle for design-

ers. The third phase, called the evaluation phase, aims at applying the methods to the applications provided

by the industrial partners to understand the strengths/weaknesses of the developed methods. Finally, the

fourth phase aims at refining and generalizing the concepts developed so as to make them applicable to a

wider scope of applications/systems. In summary, each project is planned with identifiable milestones

preferably according to the following template:

• Application analysis phase

• Conceptual development phase
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• Evaluation phase

• Refinement and generalization phase
The first phase typically lasts less than a year whereas the bulk of the project is allocated to the

following phases. Each Ph.D. student project is expected to last for 2+2 years, assuming 100%

activity level and follows the general guidelines for ARTES projects with the supplementary

guidelines in Section 5 of this document.

3.3  Program Organization and Management
The academic and industrial participants will cooperate in terms of intra- and inter-node activities

as exemplified in the diagram below

Each node consists of one academic and industrial partner. The academic partner is responsi-

ble for the interactions and coordinations of the work done within each node. Each node then inter-

acts with other nodes and these inter-node interactions are concerned mainly with transfer of

methods and experiences among academic and industrial partners with the goal of broadening the

impact of the experiences and results.

Within each node, the node coordinator (the academic partner) is responsible for establishing a

work plan with identifiable work packages. These packages should preferably coincide with the

milestones associated with the project phases in Section 3.2 and should be detailed in the formal

project proposals according to the guidelines in Section 5.

PAMP will be administrated as a separate research program within the SSF-funded ARTES

program where it acts organizationally as an ARTES project. To administrate PAMP, and to moni-

tor the progress of the projects within PAMP, a steering committee will be established. This com-

mittee will consist of the program director of ARTES (Hans Hansson, Mälardalen University), one

member from the ARTES board (Bertil Emmertz ABB/ISY), an industrial coordinator (Håkan

Millroth Ericsson), and an academic coordinator (Per Stenström, Chalmers).

The overall task of the steering committee is to be responsible for the successful execution of

the PAMP program. Among the subtasks to fulfill this goal, the steering committee shall review

Prosolvia/

Chalmers

Karlskrona/Ronneby
Ericsson Software Technology

SICS
Ericsson UAB

Clarus

Uppsala

Ericsson/CSlab
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the initial plan of each project and carry out the review of the progress of each project against the mile-

stones that have been defined according to the criteria in Sections 3.2 and 5. Moreover, it shall help in dis-

seminating the results from all PAMP projects and give scientific advice to the project participants.

4. Results

4.1  Industry Interaction and Technology Transfer
The activities in PAMP and the expected outcomes can be best understood from the diagram below that

shows the interaction between the industrial and academic partners.

The industrial partners are involved in application development and system design. Most of the appli-

cations are transaction-oriented and adequate measures of performance are e.g. transaction throughput and

response time. Unfortunately, in order to design a system for a given application that meets a certain per-

formance goal, the designers lack adequate tools. Examples of such tools are performance prediction of the

target system for architectural analysis and tools that aid the application designer to structure the software

taking performance aspects of scheduling and shared data management into account. PAMP aims at pro-

viding industry with methods in addition to “know-how” in terms of guidelines for application and system

design.

The techniques and methods developed in the project will be useful for future applications with high

performance demands. For such applications, symmetric multiprocessors are a key technology. Therefore,

the know-how and methods disseminated by the project will act as an enabler for new applications. Exam-

ples of such applications are network-based information processing systems and multimedia. Those that

have competence in how to accommodate the very high performance needed by new network-based ser-

vices will have a strong advantage from a competition point of view.

4.2  Focus of the Program and Expected Industrial/Academic Results
The research will address issues detailed in Section 2.2. and the results are expected to be as follows:

• Design principles and performance characterizations of SMP systems <methodol-
ogy for parallelization of sequential applications to improve resource utilization,
methodology for determining system design parameters (processor/memory organi-
zation) to meet performance and Quality-of-Service demands>In order to reach a
high performance speedup on SMP systems, the timing model of the underlying plat-

Academic outcomes:

• Software and hard-
ware design methods
to achieve a high appli-
cation performance on
SMPs

• Performance predic-
tion methods for SMPs

Application and System Designers

(Industrial Partners)

Technology Providers

(Academic Partners)

Application
characteristics

Methods and know-how
“technology transfer”
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form must be well understood. The goal here is to develop methods that can
simplify parallel-program performance tuning across a wide range of SMP
platforms.

• Performance characterizations of industrial high-performance, real-time
applications and impact of system properties on performance <basic knowl-
edge about program behavior of transaction-oriented and multimedia appli-
cations on SMP systems>.The multiprocessor research community has
mainly focused on performance issues for scientific applications. At the same
time, it is widely agreed that the behavior of them are fundamentally different
from transaction-oriented and multimedia applications. PAMP will yield
interesting results in identifying performance and real-time issues (Quality-
of-Service requirements) for these application domains.

• Performance prediction methodologies and design methods <performance
evaluation, scheduling, and performance tuning methods, hardware and
software design methods for performance enhancements and Quality-of-
Service maintenance>.One unique aspect of PAMP is to use architectural
simulation techniques as the underlying methodology to assess performance
and Quality-of-Service requirements. This approach will be further developed
and applied to the applications studied. Another set of embryonic ideas that
will be pursued in PAMP are to use real-time scheduling approaches and per-
formance tuning techniques based on visualization to industrial applications
with Quality-of-Service requirements.

• Design principles and performance characterizations of parallelization and
memory management policies <parallelization and scheduling algorithms
for incorporation in commodity software systems, such as Posix-compliant
operating systems>.Some of the projects within PAMP aim at integrating
scheduling algorithms into commodity Unix-operating systems. Examples of
such projects are integration of an adaptive real-time scheduler, to be devel-
oped at Chalmers, that aims at meeting Quality-of-Service requirements.

• Network interface and system software design methods for I/O demanding
SMP applications <run-time support and parallel protocol processing meth-
ods>. Because of the growing importance of network-based services, the
communication capability of an information processing server is important.
By also focusing on how I/O systems in SMPs are to be designed and how
protocol processing can be made more efficiently, the program will make new
network-based services possible.

5. Planning

As mentioned in Section 3.2, each PAMP-project will be typically divided into four distinct

phases: (1) application analysis (2) concept development (3) evaluation, and (4) refinement/gener-

alization. Each phase lasts approximately one year (with the exception of the last phase, which

lasts two years). During the first phase, the academic and industrial partners within each node will

specify functional and performance requirements of the application used as a case. In the second

phase, the academic partners will develop the concepts in terms of methods to aid system design-

ers. Such methods are exemplified by performance prediction, scheduling, and parallelization
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strategies. The third phase aims at applying the developed methods in application case studies to evaluate

their merits. Finally, the fourth phase aims at further developing the methods with the goal of finding a

wide applicability across application domains. Of course, this tentative project template can be adjusted to

the specific needs in the project. However, to simplify coordination and progress review of the project, a

template along these lines should be established for each PAMP project.

5.1  Project Selection Criteria
Two call-for-project-proposals will be announced (for projects intended to start in 1998 and 1999). Project

funding is approved after a node has sent in a formal application according to the rules and criteria of

ARTES projects (see ARTES program plan) and according to the following PAMP-specific criteria.

• A project shall target central research issues in the program plan. Examples are listed
in Section 2.2. The proposal shall point out how it contributes to the goal of PAMP.

• A project shall involve at least two nodes of which one is industrial and one is aca-
demic. The research issues studied should be motivated from the application require-
ments provided by the industrial node.

5.2   Progress Review
Given the defined (expected milestones) of the project, the project is reviewed typically once a year. The

review is based on a status report that is submitted to the steering committee of PAMP. A review hearing

also takes place at the annual summer school organized by ARTES.

Each year a workshop is arranged within PAMP in which all the participants of the project are

expected to attend. The workshop will summarize the experiences gathered so far and acts as an important

means for cross-node information dissemination, especially for the industrial participants.

6. Projects

This section summarizes some proposed pilot projects that have been planned by the proposers of this pro-

gram. Please note that they only serve as example projects in this document.

6.1  Chalmers

6.1.1  Objectives and Justification
The steady performance growth of mainstream computer technology has enabled new application areas

such as multimedia. One example is virtual reality technology (VR) in which human actors interact with a

simulated environment using different media such as images and sound. VR-technology is maturing and

has made significant impact on CAD applications such as virtual prototypying and computer-aided training

in surgery.

Because VR often involves simulation of physical systems and visualization in real-time, it is a perfor-

mance-demanding technology. In fact, current high-performance microprocessors will not meet the enor-

mous performance requirements needed to achieve a high realism in many emerging multimedia

applications. Fortunately, simulation as well as visualization afford a lot of parallelism which makes sym-

metric multiprocessor systems interesting to consider.
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The overall goal of the shared-memory multiprocessor project at Chalmers is to provide meth-

ods to meet the high-performance and quality of service (QoS) demands of multimedia applica-

tions using multiprocessor technology. We do this in two subprojects: parallelization strategies of

computer graphics applications and distributed scheduling techniques. Together with Prosolvia/

Clarus the focus of the work at Chalmers will be to provide design methods to reach a high and

predictable performance for multimedia applications using a wide range of SMP platforms. Even

though the project targets computer graphics applications, we expect the results to be applicable to

a wide range of applications with high performance demands with real-time constraints.

This project is a continuation of Per Stenström’s (the P.I. of this project) more than 10 years of

research in SMP technology. His contributions to SMP technology are well recognized interna-

tionally in more than 50 scientific papers. He has a broad international contact net in the computer

architecture community. He acts as editor for Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing and

acted as guest editor of a special issue of IEEE Computer on Shared-Memory Multiprocessing and

a special issue of Proceedings of the IEEE on Distributed Shared Memory Systems. He has partic-

ipated in SMP architecture research projects at Stanford University and at University of Southern

California in the U.S. The project involves two faculty members, two Ph. D. students from Chalm-

ers, and an industrial Ph. D student financed by Prosolvia/Clarus.

6.1.2  Approach
Two subprojects will be conducted, as follows:

1. Parallelization of computer graphics applications.

Computer graphics applications are an integral part of VR-technology. An important goal is that

they must exhibit a high realism. Images must be computed under strict timing constraints at video

rate. Our approach to exhibit a higher realism is to convert existing sequential computer algorithms

to exploit the performance of SMP systems. Prosolvia/Clarus will provide interesting study objects

and we will deliver programming methods to parallelize them in a platform-independent way as

follows.

The main advantage of SMP systems is that it is fairly straight-forward to parallelize an appli-

cation developed for single-processor systems to run correctly on a multiprocessor system. How-

ever, in order to reach performance levels close to what the underlying machine can deliver,

substantial algorithmic changes are needed that take into account the performance model of the

underlying architecture. In doing this, the programmer has to have great insights into the timing

behavior of the architecture. Even worse, performance tuning is highly platform dependent and

effectively prevents a tuned parallel program to be ported to another platform without significant

performance losses. The goal of this subproject is to devise programming methods that make it

possible to map applications developed for single-processor systems to a wide range of SMP plat-

forms with limited effort so that the applications can take advantage of the performance potential
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of these platforms and yet limiting the performance tuning effort significantly. We want to pursue the fol-

lowing embryonic ideas in particular:

• Development of performance models and programming methods for a wide range of
SMP platforms for computer graphics applications (The first 3 years)

• Generalizations/refinement of the programming methods (The last 2 years)

The goal of the first phase of the project is to develop a methodology for parallelizing computer graph-

ics applications that take the timing models of a wide range of SMP platforms into account. The key obser-

vation that we want to explore is that there is a convergence in the performance models that future SMP

platforms will rely on. This performance model is based on the notion of memory locality and exploits the

fact that current and future SMP systems heavily rely on local memory hierarchies to perform well. The

timing behavior of these memory hierarchies will be transferred in the project to programming methods

that significantly reduce the performance tuning effort needed.

As a demonstration, we will run the same suite of parallelized computer graphics applications on a

wide range of platforms and demonstrate the speedup in performance compared to parallelizations that do

not take our methods into account. The goal of the second phase (year 4 and 5) is to generalize our findings

by applying the programming methods to other application domains.

This project will be carried out by one Ph. D. student during five years.The methodology will be as fol-

lows. We will use a platform independent parallelization paradigm such as the ANL macro package to par-

allelize the computer graphics codes. We will identify performance bottlenecks of a straightforward

parallelization using simulation platforms developed jointly with SICS. In addition, a final performance

assessment will be conducted on real SMP systems available in the lab, at Prosolvia/Clarus as well as at

the high-performance computer center at Chalmers (a 12-processor Sun Enterprise 4000 system, a 64-pro-

cessor Sun Enterprise 10000, and a Silicon Graphics Origin 2000 system with 64 processors, and a DEC

cluster interconnected by DEC memory channel).

2. Scheduling algorithms to meet Quality-of-Service requirements

A typical VR application ported to a multiprocessor system will typically consist of a number of parallel

programs where there exist strict constraints on the time available to carry out each execution. Since the

load on the system and the resources of the system vary over time, a key component to achieve high qual-

ity-of-service is a dynamic distributed real-time scheduling algorithm that can negotiate with the applica-

tion about quality of service levels. The goal of this scheduling algorithm is to allocate resources in such a

way that as high quality of service is achieved. While distributed static real-time scheduling algorithms

have been developed in the past, the main problem is that they do not have the capability to trade QoS for

computing resources. The goal of this work is to develop scheduling algorithms that make this happen.

Very little work on dynamic distributed real-time scheduling algorithms that meet QoS goals has been

done. The goal of this project is to fill this gap. Our approach is to develop a methodology in which the

QoS of an application is expressed as a function of the time available. Using this as input to a distributed

real-time scheduler, the idea is to develop a strategy to select a computation and QoS levels depending on

how much time and resources are available at each moment. This will drastically enhance the schedulabil-
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ity as well as the resource utilization of the system. As a result, the performance of the system can

be better utilized. We envision the following milestones of this project:

• Methods to specify execution times for different Quality-of-service levels of
computer graphics applications taking timing models of multiprocessor plat-
forms into account (year 1)

• Dynamic distributed scheduling algorithms for real-time negotiations and
demonstration of its performance based on computer graphics applications
(year 2 and 3)

• Generalization/refinement of the scheduling methods (year 4 and 5)
Both projects will be carried out through collaborations with Prosolvia/Clarus. The compe-

tence at Chalmers in multiprocessor and real-time scheduling together with the computer graphics

algorithm domain competence at Prosolvia/Clarus will be utilized to achieve the goal of the

project.

6.1.3  Results
The expected scientific output of this project is

• Software design methods to map computer graphics applications for efficient
execution on SMP systems in a platform independent way

• Parallel computer graphics algorithms.

• Scheduling algorithms for Quality-of-Service negotiations

• A framework for development and execution of parallel computer graphics
applications to meet QoS requirements.

The technology transfer to Prosolvia/Clarus will be methods to use multiprocessor technology

to meet the performance and QoS requirements of virtual-reality applications.

6.2  SICS

6.2.1  Objectives and Justification
Efficient databases is a key technology in controlling a telecom system. Ericsson UAB is currently

implementing a parallel database on a shared memory multiprocessor composed of a cluster of

multiprocessor workstations connected by SCI. Predicting and understanding the performance of

such a system involves getting access to detailed statistics from the system e.g. cache hit ratios and

resource contention. This knowledge is crucial to focus performance optimization on the true bot-

tlenecks of the system.

Together with Ericsson UAB, SICS will extend an efficient simulator platform to enable mea-

surement of this application. The resulting platform will be modular so that it can easily be

adapted to evaluate other hardware architectures. The objective is thus to provide a modular, effi-

cient and accurate performance measurement environment for multiprocessor systems. The tech-

nology transfer to Ericsson is knowledge how to measure performance accurately and a tool that

supports it. The following subprojects have been identified as SICS responsibility:
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• Adjusting the simulator to the Sparc V9 architecture. This will include UltraSparc
specific features e.g. block load/store (referred to as sparc V9+).

• Creating a timing simulator for UltraSparc.

• Generalizing the timing simulator to support a multiprocessor.

• Generalizing the timing model to calculate best case and worst case timing.

• Building a memory hierarchy for the Ericsson prototype configuration including an
SCI interface.

• Verifying the function and timing of the model with the prototype

• Simulator support for Solaris lightweight threads
The subprojects all aim at supplying a measurement environment. The project leverages on earlier

experiences of performance measurements in cooperation with Ellemtel and processor simulator develop-

ment of SparcV8 and Motorola 88000 architectures. Ericsson UAB is responsible for a number of subtasks

within the project. The following have been identified:

• Database design

• UltraSparc Plex compiler

• Plex interpreter

• Performance measurement and optimization

• Adjusting the application software to run on the simulator

• Creating software/traces that generate load for the application

6.2.2  Application structure
The prototype is based on an existing database product in AXE 10. To maintain software compatibility an

emulator for APZ, Ericsson’s proprietary hardware architecture, runs on a open workstation, currently

Sparc. The shared memory is used to implement efficient message passing between APZ emulators. To

speed up execution some software (which is written in Plex) can be complied directly to native Sparc code

instead of being interpreted.

The system is typically 5-15 nodes but should allow for a large number (100-1000) of nodes to work

concurrently. The prototype node is a 2 processor UltraSparc Server. The network is SCI which gives the

system a distributed shared memory. Currently SCI is connected to the IObus but in the future It may be

connected directly to the memory bus (for increased performance). The database may be accessed via an

ATM interface or via SCI.

6.2.3  Approach
The simulator has a well defined application that should run on the simulator. This defines the minimal

functionality that will be supported. The simulator supports emulation of parts of the Solaris operating sys-

tem. This will thus not be simulated. While the user mode instruction set will be fully supported, including

some extensions, not every possible system call will be supported.

Verification of the of the instruction set functionality will be automated as much as possible. In addi-

tion to this verification of the timing model can be done by comparing executions on the simulator with
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executions on a prototype system. The application can also run on the prototype system where

some data can extracted e.g. execution time and hardware counter measurements.

The simulator platform, Simics, that will be used as a base for this supports loadable objects.

Two such objects that will be developed is a memory hierarchy and a timing simulator. The mem-

ory hierarchy contains a functional model of the memory system including caches. The timing

simulator is fed with a trace of functions being performed and calculated the time for these.

6.2.4  Results
The expected academic results of the project is:

• Modular simulator technology

• A timing analysis tool for a multiprocessor

• Efficient methods for generating and verifying a functional processor model

• Increased knowledge of worst case behaviour of such a system

• Increased knowledge of performance characteristics of a commercial applica-
tion

Ericsson UABs outcome of the project is mainly increased knowledge about the performance

of their application.

• Performance analysis of a database system.

• A tool to develop and optimize applications on.

• Increased knowledge in performance measurement and optimization

6.3  University of Karlskrona/Ronneby

6.3.1  Objectives and Justification
Ericsson Software Technology AB builds parallel applications for collecting information about

calls from mobile phones. In such applications, called billing applications, the length and cost of

each individual call must be recorded. As a result, a large amount of data must be collected and

processed during busy hours. A key component in billing applications is the billing gateway sys-

tem, which is responsible for the actual collecting and processing of the call data, e.g., sorting of

billable and not billable calls. This gateway system can easily become a performance bottleneck if

not carefully designed.

Today, the gateway application is written using Solaris threads. The experience using threads

is still quite limited and a lot as issues need to be addressed. Examples of such issues are: the gran-

ularity of each thread, static vs. dynamic thread creation/deletion, and the trade-offs between tradi-

tional processes and light-weight threads. In an initial study, very limited speedup was found in the

application when the number of processors exceeded four.

The focus of the work at University of Karlskrona/Ronneby and Ericsson Software Technol-

ogy AB will be on how to use SMPs for billing applications in mobile phone systems. The objec-
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tive is to provideperformance prediction methods and guidelines/methodologies for designing efficient

parallel applications for SMPs. The technology transfer to Ericsson Software Technology AB will be

experiences, methodologies, and tools to utilize SMPs in their application domain. In order to achieve

these goals, the following subprojects will be carried out:

• Characterization of the interaction between the application, the operating system, and
the memory system;

• Development of performance prediction methodologies;

• Development of methodologies, techniques, and tools to guide the programmer to bet-
ter utilize SMPs.

6.3.2  Approach
In order to understand the complex interaction between the hardware and software (both application and

system software) it is important to monitor various aspects of how the parallel application behaves, e.g.,

the communication and synchronization structure of the application, and the memory system behavior. The

objective of the first subproject is to characterize this interaction, and armed with this knowledge design

applications that better utilize the currently available and also future multiprocessor hardware and operat-

ing systems. We expect that we will be able to generalize our knowledge into a set of guidelines for design-

ing parallel applications. Our approach to characterize the application behavior is to do measurements on

large billing gateways applications on existing hardware, i.e., case studies of real-world industrial configu-

rations. The operating system we intend to use is Solaris, and we consider acquiring the source code for

Solaris in order to better understand the interaction between the application and the underlaying operating

system and hardware.

The goal of the second subproject is to develop performance prediction methodologies and tools. Our

approach is to collect run-time information when a parallel/multithreaded application is executed on a uni-

processor. We collect information about, e.g., the synchronization behavior, the creation and temination of

threads, and changes in the execution state. Important aspects to address in this subproject is the accuracy

in the predictions, the collection overhead, and the possible intrusion and change of the application behav-

ior.

In the third subproject the guidance of the application programmer is of primary concern. The goal is

to develop tools and methodologies to help the programmer efficiently utilize SMPs. As an example, a very

early prototype of a tool to record and graphically visualize the dynamic creation and deletion of threads,

and also the synchronization behavior between the threads has been developed. The prototype tool cur-

rently has several major limitations, e.g., it does not capture the I/O behavior of an application. Within this

subproject, we plan to extend the functionality of the tool to cover a large class of parallel applications.

In the intersection between the three subprojects lies the need for techniques and tools to present mea-

sured and simulated results, e.g., support for visualization of both program behavior and simulation statis-

tics. Important aspects are also tools and techniques for 'condensation' of execution and simulation data in

order to quickly grasp through large amount of statistics.

Finally, within our project we have an SMP with 8 processors that we will use as: a test bench to get

the big picture of, e.g., the synchronization behavior of a parallel program; a platform for operating system
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experiments; a platform to run (large and long running) simulations on; a platform for parallel pro-

gram development; and finally for validation of speed-up prediction methods.

6.3.3  Results
The expected academic result from this subproject are

• Performance characterization of the (non-trivial) interaction between the
memory system, the system software, and the parallel application. Based on
this knowledge we intend to develop a set of guidelines on how to design
high-performance parallel applications, e.g., guidelines concerning the trade-
off between using traditional operating system processes or threads when
implementing parallel execution.

• Tools and methodologies to predict the performance of parallel applications
for SMPs.

• Tools and methodologies to support the programmer in his task of designing
efficient parallel applications for SMPs.

Consequently, we expect that we will be able to develop guidelines which can be used in the

early design phases as well as tools and methodologies which can be used by the programmer dur-

ing the implementation phase.

The major contribution by Ericsson Software Technology AB will be to provide the parallel

gateway application and application domain knowledge. The expected outcome of this project for

Ericsson Software Technology AB are techniques and methodologies to answer questions like

• ‘How fast will the application run if the number of processors is increased?’

• ‘How can the application be restructured to achieve higher speedup?’

• ‘What guidelines should be followed when writing parallel applications?’

6.4  Uppsala

6.4.1  Objectives and Justification
The main objective of PAMP is to develop methods and tools for exploiting symmetric multipro-

cessors for real-time applications. Uppsala University will address the communication, parallel

protocol processing and network interface issues in the design of SMPs.

With the rapid growth of networking and networked applications, the demands put on the com-

munication subsystem have increased tremendously the past years and will continue to increase.

Since the communication performance bottleneck in today’s high-speed networks most often is

found in the nodes rather than in the physical links themselves, methods that better utilize the

available systems are needed. We foresee a growing number of SMP platforms both as end-node

clients and as network servers. Hence, there is a need for methods and tools for the efficient imple-

mentation of communication protocols on SMP systems. One class of networked applications that

is increasing is applications with Quality-of-Service (QoS) demands, e.g. the increasing number of
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multimedia applications. Communication subsystem resource management must therefore be able to meet

these QoS demands.

The Communication and Distributed Systems group at the Department of Computer Systems, Uppsala

University, has a research competence within multiprocessor protocol implementations. The group has

been working in the data communication area for more than a decade with a focus on end system (host)

issues. It has produced prototypes of multiprocessor implementations of protocols, efficient network inter-

faces and measurement tools. Members of the group have also contributed to Ericsson’s switch control

protocols. There are several relevant projects ongoing at Uppsala University of which PAMP will benefit

from. They include the Esprit Long Term Research project HIPPARCH, on new communication protocol

architectures, and a project for Norwegian Telecom Research on a network multiprocessor server inter-

face.This interface is between an internal SCI network and an external, high rate ATM network. Other rel-

evant work include multiprocessor implementations of the Mach operating system and Desk Area

Networks for multi computer systems.

The focus of the Uppsala work will be on support for parallel protocol implementation on SMPs and

on operating system/run time environment support for protocols written in high level languages such as

Erlang. The industrial partner is Ericsson UAB and the contact person is Håkan Millroth/Bjarne Däcker.

The relation between Uppsala and the other partners could be described in terms of exports/imports.

Uppsala will export the experience we have on run-time systems for protocols to Ericsson UAB/Erlang and

thread handling to University of Ronneby. Our work on SCI/ATM interfaces should be of interest for Eric-

sson. Recent work on resource reservation for real time communication in the OS kernel seems to be rele-

vant for Chalmers. In terms of importing, Uppsala will get knowledge from Chalmers/SICS/Ronneby on

SMPs in general and in particular on simulation methods, tools and environments for SMPs.

6.4.2  Approach
The proposed work will be divided into two subtasks, one on network interfaces and one on operating sys-

tems support for communication.

Multiprocessor network interfaces:A network interface to a multiprocessor is different to a uniprocessor

in some fundamental ways. The first issue is where it should be located? It may be shared by all processors

or attached to one of them or there may be multiple interfaces attached to several processors which then

need to be synchronized.

The second issue is how communication data is distributed to the processors from and to the network

interface(s). A multiprocessor has an internal interconnect for distribution but it may then become be the

performance bottleneck in the distribution of data to the appropriate processors.

A third issue is how protocol processing of higher layers can be distributed and parallelized over the

processors.

In our approach we intend to write simulation models of different network architectures that are

detailed enough to get predictive performance results. The work builds on previous research on ATM/SCI

interfaces, ATM/TCP interaction, the design of efficient network APIs (sockets) and parallel protocol

implementations.
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Phase 1 of this subtask will include the characterization of those aspects of multiprocessor net-

working that must be modelled in order to correctly capture the behaviour of the system with

respect to performance.

Phase 2 of this subtask will include the development of simulation models that capture the

aspects characterized in phase 1 of the subtask.

Phase 3 of this subtask will be an analysis of the predictive capabilities of the developed mod-

els and the applicability to networked applications.

Real-time communication support:The internet of the future will be very heterogeneous, rang-

ing from optical based high capacity network to wireless networks with low bandwidth, high error

rate, and varying connectivity. Higher layer protocols and distributed applications are likely to be

adaptive to compensate for this heterogenity. Another trend is the use of “fat” network servers as

proxies or agents to carry out parts of the tasks of “thin” clients with low capacity or poor network

connectivity. Many applications of the future will require real-time and predictive services. Exam-

ples of such applications include video conferences, virtual meeting rooms, distributed interactive

simulations and plain old telephony. In order to meet the Quality of Services (QoS) required by

these applications, resources in the network, in network servers, as well as in the end systems must

be reserved and scheduled according end-to-end QoS parameters.

We are doing research on operating systems that support real-time applications and higher

layer protocols. The dominant resources in a uniprocessor are the CPU, the primary memory and

the bus/network interface which must be scheduled in a concerted way. Their interaction between

and the reservation schemes of the network, (such as ATM traffic classes or the RSVP and Intserv

styles of the Internet) are currently poorly understood. Furthermore, this interaction complexity is

much higher in a multiprocessor environment with multiple resources of each class.

In this subtask we will study how the operating system can support adaptive protocols and

real-time applications written in high level languages, such as Erlang. It is an extension to the

scheduling work at Chalmers with respect to communication. We will investigate operating system

mechanisms and abstractions for the programmers to control the resources of the machine. Current

general purpose operating systems such as Unix, do not offer sufficient control or have inefficient

mechanisms for real-time distributed applications. In our approach, we will study how new operat-

ing system nano-kernels that exports “lighter” mechanisms and abstractions for user access to ker-

nel resources will work with the Erlang Run Time system. In particular, we will study the kernel

Exokernel from MIT.

Phase 1 of this subtask includes the identification of the resources that must be controlled by

the operating system in order to be able to give Quality-of-Service guarantees.

Phase 2 of this subtask includes the development of mechanisms and policies for communica-

tion subsystem resource management in an SMP environment.
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Phase 3 of this subtask includes the application of resource management as developed in phase 2 of

this subtask to applications with Quality-of-Service demands.

6.4.3  Results
We expect a number of academic and industrial results regarding protocol processing and network inter-

faces to SMPs. The expected academic results are:

• Methods for performance characterization of high performance communication sub-
systems for SMPs.

• Resource reservation strategies for real-time protocols in an SMP.

The expected industrial results include:

• A kernel and a Run Time Support System interface for protocols written in Erlang
with a fine grained control of host and network resources. This result is of interest for
Ericsson UAB.

• A simulation platform on which various protocol processing strategies could be mod-
elled.

• Partitioning and parallelizing strategies for multiprocessor protocol implementations,
which are anticipated to be of interest for Ericsson UAB.

7. Budget

The initial planning of the program resulted in about 10 Ph. D. project proposals. Based on the general

funding principles that has been developed within ARTES, and other minor program costs in terms of

administration and mobility actions, the ambition of the program is to generate 8 Ph. Ds and 2 Lic.

degrees. The detailed budget for the program is provided in the ARTES program plan.
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